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Abstract
Weprovide constructions of 32-modular Hadamardmatrices for every size n divisible by 4. They are
based on the description of several families of modular Golay pairs and quadruples. Higher moduli
are also considered, such as 48, 64, 128 and 192. Finally, we exhibit inﬁnite families of circulant
modular Hadamard matrices of various types for suitable moduli and sizes.
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1. Introduction
A square matrix H of size n, with all entries ±1, is a Hadamard matrix if HHT = nI ,
where HT is the transpose of H and I the identity matrix of size n.
It is easy to see that the order n of a Hadamard matrix must be 1, 2 or else a multiple of 4.
There are two fundamental open problems about these matrices:
• Hadamard’s conjecture, according to which there should exist a Hadamard matrix of
every size n divisible by 4. (See [8].)
• Ryser’s conjecture, stating that there probably exists no circulant Hadamard matrix of
size greater than 4. (See [12].)
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Recall that a circulant matrix is a square matrix C = (ci,j )0 i,jn−1 of size n, such that
ci,j = c0,j−i for every i, j (with indices read mod n).
There are many known constructions of Hadamard matrices. However, Hadamard’s con-
jecture is widely open. For example, the set of all currently known Hadamard matrix sizes
(as of 2003) contains no arithmetic progression, and is in fact of density zero in the set
of positive multiples of 4. (See [15].) The cases below 1000 which are currently open
are 668, 716, 764, 892 and 956. (The size 428 has just been settled by Kharaghani and
Tayfeh-Rezaie.)
As for Ryser’s conjecture, a lot is known, but here again the conjecture is widely open.
For example, it is known that if n> 4 is the size of a circulant Hadamard matrix, then n
= 4 · r2 with r odd and not a prime power. Actually further constraints on r are known, due
to Turyn and more recently Schmidt [13].
In 1972, Marrero and Butson introduced the weaker notion of a modular Hadamard ma-
trix. Like in the classical case, this is a squarematrixH, with all entries±1, but satisfying the
above orthogonality condition only modulo some given integerm, i.e.H ·HT ≡ nI modm.
Of course, the classical Hadamard matrix conjecture has an m-modular counterpart,
namely: for every n divisible by 4, there should exist an m-modular Hadamard matrix of
size n. Even though this m-modular analogue looks much weaker than the classical one,
there is a sort of converse, which rests on the following.
Remark. IfH is anm-modularHadamardmatrix of size n, withn<m, thenH is an ordinary
Hadamard matrix.
The proof is simple enough: the entries ofH ·HT are at most n in absolute value. Hence,
if those outside the diagonal are assumed to vanish mod m, then they must actually be zero.
With the above remark, we see that the classical Hadamard matrix conjecture holds if
and only if the modular Hadamard matrix conjecture simultaneously holds for inﬁnitely
many distinct moduli m.
In this sense, the m-modular version of Hadamard’s conjecture can be considered as an
approximation to the classical one, of quality increasing withm. Currently, the highest mod-
ulus m for which the m-modular analogue of Hadamard’s conjecture has been completely
settled is m= 32. We summarize the relevant facts below.
In a series of papers, Marrero and Butson consideredmodular Hadamardmatrices mainly
with respect to moduli m which are either odd or 2 times an odd number. With respect to
such moduli, sizes n> 3 not divisible by 4 are no longer excluded in general. For instance,
they show the existence of a 6-modular Hadamard matrix of size n for every even n.
In this survey, we consider only modulimwhich are divisible by 4, as this case resembles
more the classical one. Indeed, if n> 3 is the size of an m-modular Hadamard matrix, with
m divisible by 4, then n itself must be divisible by 4, as for ordinary Hadamard matrices.
The proof is analogous, by considering congruences mod 4 rather than equalities.
As for Ryser’s conjecture, the situation is somewhat different. There seems to be a very
rich theory of circulant modular Hadamard matrices, which ought to be developed for its
own sake. Circulant modular Hadamard matrices do exist for certain moduli and sizes > 4
and thus, the conjecture should rather be replaced in the modular context by the following
question.
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Question. For which moduli m and sizes n do there exist m-modular circulant Hadamard
matrices H of size n?
The question can be enriched by requiring that some entries of the matrix H · HT be
actually zero, not only zero modm.We will introduce two such constraints, complementary
in some sense, and refer to the complying matrices as being of type 1, type 2, respectively.
Informally, H will be of type 1 if any two rows of H with indices at distance n/2 are
orthogonal in Zn, n being the order of H. On the other hand, H will be of type 2 if any two
rows of H with indices at distance other than 0 and n/2 are orthogonal in Zn.
As we will see, there are nice inﬁnite families of circulant modular Hadamard matrices
of either type. These examples all come from number-theoretic constructions.
The complementary nature of types 1 and 2 imply that, if H is a circulant modular
Hadamardmatrix of both types simultaneously, thenH is actually a true circulant Hadamard
matrix.
Hence, investigating the possible moduli and orders of circulant modular Hadamard
matrices of either type, besides being of independent interest, might shed some light on
Ryser’s conjecture itself.
2. Basic deﬁnitions and lemmas
We shall denote by H(n) the set of Hadamard matrices of size n, and by Hm(n) the
set of m-modular Hadamard matrices of size n. Of course, H(n) ⊂ Hm(n). Hadamard’s
conjecture reads H(n) = ∅ for every n divisible by 4. Among other results, we shall see
that H32(n) = ∅ for every n divisible by 4.
There are many constructions for Hadamard matrices. See the quoted surveys [3]. Here,
we will mainly use three such constructions. All three use sets of complementary binary
sequences, speciﬁcally pairs and quadruples. From such sets, Hadamard matrices are ob-
tained by placing the circulant matrices derived from each sequence into suitable arrays.
For convenience of the reader, this is recalled below.
2.1. The doubling lemma
We start with a very simple result.
Lemma. There is a map Hm(n) −→ H2m(2n). More speciﬁcally, if H is an m-modular
Hadamard matrix of size n, then the matrix
H ′ =H
⊗( 1 1
−1 1
)
=
(
H H
−H H
)
(1)
is a 2m-modular Hadamard matrix of size 2n.
Observe that the modulus has also been doubled in the process.
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Proof.
H ′ ·H ′T =
(
H H
−H H
)
·
(
HT −HT
HT HT
)
=
(
2H ·HT 0
0 2H ·HT
)
,
and H ·HT ≡ nI modulo m, i.e. H ·HT = nI +mX for some n× n integer matrix X.
It follows that
H ′ ·H ′T =
(
2H ·HT 0
0 2H ·HT
)
= 2n
(
I 0
0 I
)
+ 2m
(
X 0
0 X
)
.
Thus H ′ ·H ′T is congruent 2n times the identity matrix of size 2n modulo 2m. 
2.2. Complementary sequences
Let A = (a0, . . . , a−1) be a binary sequence of length , that is a sequence with all
entries ai =±1. The Hall polynomial of A, denoted A(z), is deﬁned as A(z)=∑−1i=0 aizi .
The kth aperiodic correlation coefﬁcient ck(A) is deﬁned as ck(A) =∑−1−ki=0 aiai+k , for
0k− 1. It is convenient to deﬁne ck(A)= 0 if k.
Note that the number ck(A) arises as the coefﬁcient of (zk + z−k) in the product
A(z)A(z−1) in the Laurent polynomial ring Z[z, z−1]:
A(z)A(z−1)= c0(A)+
−1∑
k=1
ck(A)(z
k + z−k).
Here c0(A) = , the sum of the squares of the ai which are assumed to be binary
(i.e. ±1).
A set of r binary sequences A1, . . . , Ar is a set of complementary sequences if for each
k1, the sum of the kth correlations of the sequences vanishes, that is
∑r
j=1 ck(Aj ) = 0
for all k1. (Recall our convention ck(A)= 0 if k is not smaller than the length of A.)
Equivalently, using Hall polynomials, it is clear that the binary sequences A1, . . . , Ar
form a set of complementary sequences if and only ifA1(z)A1(z−1)+ · · · +Ar(z)Ar(z−1)
equals a constant in the Laurent polynomial ring Z[z, z−1]. In this case, the constant will
simply be the sum of the respective lengths of A1, . . . , Ar .
Pairs of complementary sequences of the same length are also known as Golay pairs.
Here, as in [5], we shall refer to quadruples of complementary sequences of the same length
as Golay quadruples.
We shall denote by GP(n) the set of Golay pairs of length n, and byGQ(n) the set of Golay
quadruples of length n. Golay pairs and quadruples may be used to construct Hadamard
matrices of appropriate size. We recall these classical constructions now.
Proposition. There is a map
GP(n) −→ H(2n)
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obtained by the following construction. Let A,B be a Golay pair of length n. Denote by
A,B again the circulant matrices derived from each sequence, respectively. Let
H =H(A,B)=
(
A B
−BT AT
)
. (2)
Then H is a Hadamard matrix of size 2n.
Proof. A straightforward computation shows that
H ·HT =
(
AAT + BBT −AB + BA
−BTAT + ATBT ATA+ BTB
)
.
Now, since A,B are circulant matrices, they commute. Hence,
H ·HT = (A · AT + B · BT)
⊗(I 0
0 I
)
. 
There is a classical construction, due to Goethals–Seidel, which associates a Hadamard
matrix of size 4n to every Golay quadruple of length n.
First we recall what the Goethals–Seidel array is. If A,B,C and D are matrices of size
n, deﬁne
GS(A,B,C,D)=


A −BR −CR −DR
BR A −DTR CTR
CR DTR A −BTR
DR −CTR BTR A

 , (3)
where R is the back-circulant matrix of size n deﬁned by R = (Ri,j ) with Ri,j = i+j,n+1
for 0 i, jn− 1.
Proposition. There is a map
GQ(n) −→ H(4n)
obtained by the following construction.
Let A,B,C,D be a Golay quadruple of length n. Denote by A,B,C,D again the
circulant matrices derived from each sequence, respectively. Let H = GS(A,B,C,D).
Then H is a Hadamard matrix of size 4n.
The proof of the proposition uses the following properties of the matrix R. Namely,
R2 = I, RT = R, and if X, Y are any two circulant matrices, then XRY T is a symmetric
matrix, i.e. XRY T = YRXT.
Besides the map from GP(n) to H(2n) recalled above, there are other constructions asso-
ciating a Hadamard matrix to a Golay pair, obtained by associating ﬁrst a Golay quadruple
to a Golay pair, and then using the Proposition above.
For example, if (f, g) is a Golay pair of length n, then (f, f, g, g) is a Golay quadruple
of the same length n, yielding a Hadamard matrix of size 4n. This yields a map GP(n) −→
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H(4n), not as efﬁcient as the one above. There is a subtler classical construction, yielding
this time a map from GP(n) to H(8n+ 4). It is obtained as follows.
Notation. If f = (f1, . . . , f), g = (g1, . . . , gn) are (binary) sequences, we denote their
concatenation by [f ; g] = (f1, . . . , f, g1, . . . , gn).
Note that the length of [f ; g] is the sum of the lengths of f and g.
Proposition. There are maps
GP(n) −→ GQ(2n+ 1) −→ H(8n+ 4).
The ﬁrst map associates to theGolay pair (f, g) aGolay quadruple (A,B,C,D), where
A= [f ; 1; g], [f ; 1;−g], C = [f ;−1; g], D = [f ;−1;−g].
Proof. Using the Hall polynomials of the respective sequences, it is straightforward to
check the formula
A(z)A(z−1)+ B(z)B(z−1)+ C(z)C(z−1)+D(z)D(z−1)
= 4(1+ f (z)f (z−1)+ g(z)g(z−1)).
Thus, if f (z)f (z−1) + g(z)g(z−1) is a constant, this being the deﬁning property of a
Golay pair, then so will also be the expression
A(z)A(z−1)+ B(z)B(z−1)+ C(z)C(z−1)+D(z)D(z−1). 
We now recall doubling constructions for Golay pairs and quadruples, that is, maps
GP(n) −→ GP(2n) and GQ(n) −→ GQ(2n). If (f, g) is a Golay pair of length n, then
([f ; g], [f ;−g]) is a Golay pair of length 2n. IfA,B,C,D is a Golay quadruple of length
n, then
[A;B], [A;−B], [C;D], [C;−D]
is a Golay quadruple of length 2n. Both statements are easy to verify.
We shall close this Section with a few comments about the lengths of Golay pairs and
Golay quadruples.
For Golay pairs, it is known that GP(2a10b26c) is not empty for every exponents
a, b, c0. On the other hand, it is conjectured that no lengths other than 2a10b26c may be
realized as Golay pair lengths. It is easy to see that GP(n) is empty if n is odd and greater
than 1. A theorem in [7] states that GP(n) is empty if n admits a divisor which is congruent
to 3 mod 4. Computer searches have revealed the absence of Golay pairs of length 34, 50
and 68, and more recently 74 and 82. The smallest undecided case is n= 106.
As for Golay quadruples, there is the following.
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Conjecture (Turyn [14]). There is a Golay quadruple of length n for every positive
integer n.
Because of the above-mentioned map GQ(n) → GQ(2n), the core of the problem is the
case where n is odd. Moreover, because of the map GQ(n) −→ H(4n), the above conjecture
implies Hadamard’s conjecture.
Obviously, every Golay pairA,B of length n yields a Golay quadrupleA,A,B,B of the
same length, and a Golay quadruple of length 2n+ 1 by the map GP(n) −→ GQ(2n+ 1).
2.3. Modular complementary sequences
There are modular analogues of the above notions. Let m be a positive integer. A set
of r binary sequences {A1, . . . , Ar} is a set of m-modular complementary sequences if
for each k1, the sum of the kth correlations of the sequences vanishes mod m, that is∑r
j=1 ck(Aj ) ≡ 0modm for all k1. This is equivalent to the statement that
A1(z)A1(z
−1)+ · · · + Ar(z)Ar(z−1)
equals a constant in the Laurent polynomial ring (Z/mZ)[z, z−1].
In particular, we have the notion of modular Golay pairs and quadruples. We will de-
note by GPm(n), GQm(n) the set of m-modular Golay pairs, respectively m-modular Golay
quadruples, of length n.
The above constructions, associating Hadamard matrices to suitable sets of Golay
sequences, work as well in the modular context.
Proposition. There are maps
GPm(n) −→ Hm(2n) and GQm(n) −→ Hm(4n).
Note that, in these maps, the modulus remains unchanged. However, for the third con-
struction GP(n) −→ GQ(2n+ 1) −→ H(8n+ 4), we have the happy circumstance that the
modulus is multiplied by 4.
Proposition. There is a map GPm(n) −→ GQ4m(2n+ 1), and hence a map GPm(n) −→
H4m(8n+ 4).
The multiplication of the modulus m by 4 is apparent in the proof of the last proposition
of Section 2.2.
Finally, on the modular level, the doubling of Golay pairs also doubles the modulus. That
is, there is a map GPm(n) → GP2m(2n), given by (f, g) → ([f ; g], [f ;−g]). This is
easily checked using the Hall polynomials of the sequences: if A(z)= f (z)+ zng(z) and
B(z)= f (z)− zng(z), then
A(z)A(z−1)+ B(z)B(z−1)= 2(f (z)f (z−1)+ g(z)g(z−1)).
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3. Modular Hadamard matrices
3.1. The case m= 12
Marrero and Butson have produced 6-modular Hadamard matrices of size n for every
even positive integer n. (See [11,10].) Very simple matrices sufﬁce for this purpose. It turns
out that their construction yields in fact 12-modular Hadamard matrices of every size n
divisible by 4.
For any given size, let I denote the identity matrix, J the constant all-one matrix, and
K =−2I + J , the circulant with ﬁrst row (−1, 1, . . . , 1).
Proposition. A 12-modular Hadamard matrix of size n is given by J, K or
(
K
−K
K
K
)
depending on whether n ≡ 0, 4 or 8mod 12, respectively.
Proof. In size n, we have J · J T = nJ andK ·KT = nI + (n− 4)(J − I ). This takes care
of the cases n ≡ 0, 4mod 12. Assume now n ≡ 8mod 12, and let H =
(
K
−K
K
K
)
of size n.
Then H · HT =
(
2KKT
0
0
2KKT
)
. Since K is of size n/2 here, we have KKT = (n/2)I +
((n/2)− 4)(J − I ), and so 2K ·KT = nI + (n− 8)(J − I ).
It follows that H ·HT ≡
(
nI
0
0
nI
)
mod 12. 
This solves the 12-modular version of Hadamard’s conjecture. Obviously, more elaborate
matrices will be needed for higher moduli. This is plainly illustrated in the case m= 32.
3.2. A solution of the 32-modular Hadamard conjecture
Weshall prove the existenceof a 32-modularHadamardmatrix of size 4 for everypositive
integer . By the Doubling Lemma, it is sufﬁcient to consider the case where  is odd.
Our constructions depend on the class of mod 8, and, in contrast to [5], are all based in
this paper on modular Golay pairs and quadruples.
For  ≡ 1, 3 or 7 mod 8, we shall exhibit 32-modular Golay quadruples of
length . These quadruples yield 32-modular Hadamard matrices of size 4 by the map
GQm(n) −→ Hm(4n) of Section 2 derived from the Goethals–Seidel array. For  ≡ 3 or 7
mod 8, the description of these quadruples is by direct construction, while for  ≡ 1mod 8,
they derive from 8-modular Golay pairs of length ( − 1)/2, and the map GPm(r) −→
GQ4m(2r + 1) of Section 2 (with r = (− 1)/2).
In the remaining case  ≡ 5mod 8, and more speciﬁcally for  ≡ 13mod 16, we are so
far unable to produce 32-modular Golay quadruples of length . Rather, we shall obtain
32-modular Hadamard matrices of size 4 from 32-modular Golay pairs of length 2 and
the map GPm(2) −→ Hm(4) of Section 2.We observe that this construction, which works
for  ≡ 5mod 8, cannot work for  ≡ 3 or 7mod 8, as we can prove that 32-modular Golay
pairs do not exist in length congruent to 6 or 14 mod 16, as well as in length congruent to 12
mod 16, see [5]. (The existence of 32-modular Golay pairs of length 2 with  ≡ 1mod 8
remains in doubt.)
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3.2.1. Modular Golay quadruples of length  ≡ 1mod 8
Let k = ( − 1)/8. We shall construct a family of 8-modular Golay pairs of length 4k
with k free binary parameters, and then use the maps
GPm(r) −→ GQ4m(2r + 1) −→ H4m(4(2r + 1))
to produce the desired modular Golay quadruples and modular Hadamard matrices.
Consider an arbitrary binary sequence h= (x0, . . . , xk−1) say, of length k, with xi =±1
for all i. Obviously, the pair (h, h) is a 2-modular Golay pair of length k. By the doubling
of Golay pairs, the pair (f, g) with f = [h;h] and g = [h;−h] is a 4-modular Golay pair
of length 2k, and the pair (A,B) with A= [f ; g] and B = [f ;−g] is an 8-modular Golay
pair of length 4k with k free binary parameters, as desired.
In summary,withA=[h;h;h;−h] andB=[h;h;−h;h], the pair (A,B) is a k-parameter
family of 8-modular Golay pairs of length 4k = (− 1)/2.
Corollary. For every  ≡ 1mod 8, there is a k-parameter family of 32-modular Golay
quadruples of length  and 32-modularHadamardmatrices of size 4, where k= (−1)/8.
Proof. Send the above 8-modular Golay pair of length 4k = ( − 1)/2 to GQ32() and
H32(4) with the maps
GPm(r) −→ GQ4m(2r + 1) −→ H4m(4(2r + 1))
at m= 8 and r = 4k = (− 1)/2. 
3.2.2. Modular Golay quadruples of length  ≡ 3, 7mod 8
Our objective here is to show that GQ32() = ∅ for  ≡ 3mod 4. We shall need the
following operation on binary sequences.
To the sequence F = (a0, . . . , ak), we associate the new sequence F #, deﬁned as
F # = ((−1)kak, . . . , (−1)iai, . . . , a0).
On the level ofHall polynomials, this transformation reads simply asF #(z)=zkF (−z−1).
Let r = (l − 3)/4, and set = (−1)r−1. Thus, =−1 if r is even, that is if  ≡ 3mod 8,
while =+1 if  ≡ 7mod 8. Given two (±1)-sequences H and K of size 2r + 1, we deﬁne
a quadruple of binary sequences of length =4r+3,Q(H,K)= (A,B,C,D), as follows:
A= [H ; ;−H #], B = [H ; ;−K#], C = [K; ;−H #], D = [K;−;−K#].
For the binary sequencesH,K described below, the associated quadrupleQ(H,K) turns
out to be a 32-modular Golay quadruple. It is convenient to separate the cases r even and r
odd.
For r even, deﬁneH =[12r+1] andK =[−1r+1; 1r ], where [12r+1] denotes the constant
all 1 sequence of length (2r + 1), and [−1r+1] denotes a constant sequence of−1 repeated
(r + 1) times.
For r odd, let f = [1r−1]. Deﬁne
H = [f ;−1, 1, 1; f #] and K = [−f ; 1,−1, 1; f #].
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Since f # = [−1, 1](r−1)/2 in the present case, we have in fact
H = [1r−1;−1, 1, 1; [−1, 1](r−1)/2] and K = [−1r−1; 1,−1, 1; [−1, 1](r−1)/2].
In [5], we established the following result.
Theorem. Let  ≡ 3mod 4, and let H,K be the above binary sequences of length
(− 1)/2= 2r + 1, that is
H = [12r+1] and K = [−1r+1; 1r ] if r is even,
H = [1r−1;−1, 1, 1; [−1, 1](r−1)/2] and K = [−1r−1; 1,−1, 1; [−1, 1](r−1)/2] if r is
odd.
Then the quadruple of binary sequences Q(H,K) = (A,B,C,D) as deﬁned above, is
a 32-modular Golay quadruple of length .More precisely, we have the following formula
in terms of the Hall polynomials of A,B,C,D:
A(z)A(z−1)+ B(z)B(z−1)+ C(z)C(z−1)+D(z)D(z−1)
= 4+ 32
[r/2]∑
i=1
([r/2] − i)(z2i + z−2i ).
Corollary. There is a 32-modular Hadamard matrix of size 4 for every positive integer
 ≡ 3mod 4.
Proof. Send the above 32-modular Golay quadruple A,B,C,D of length  to H32(4)
with the map GQm() −→ Hm(4) of Section 2. 
Example. No true Hadamard matrix is known yet in size n = 668. But the above con-
struction yields the following 32-modular Hadamard matrix of this size n. Let r = 41
and  = 4r + 3 = 167, so that n = 4. As above, let H = [140;−1, 1, 1; [−1, 1]20]
and K = [−140; 1,−1, 1; [−1, 1]20]. Finally, let A = [H ; 1;−H #], B = [H ; 1;−K#],
C = [K; 1;−H #] and D = [K;−1;−K#].
It follows from the above results that the matrix H = GS(A,B,C,D) is a 32-modular
Hadamard matrix of size 668 (see Fig. 1). It is amusing to observe that among the 222778=
(
668
2 ) entries of the strict upper triangular part of H · HT, there are 210086 entries which
are strictly 0, while the remaining 12692 non-zero ones consist of 668 entries of the form
32k, for each 1k19.
Actually, any row in H is orthogonal to exactly 629 other rows in H. For example, the 39
rows not orthogonal to the ﬁrst one are the rows in position 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15, 17, 19,
21,23,25,27,29,31,33, 35,37,39,130,132,134,136,138,140,142,144,146,148, 150,
152, 154, 156, 158, 160, 162, 164 and 166.
One last remark concerning the determinant of H. Recall the theorem of Hadamard [8]
stating that the determinant of any real matrix M of size n with entries from the inter-
val [−1, 1] satisﬁes the inequality | det(M)|nn/2, with equality | det(M)| = nn/2 if and
only if M is a Hadamard matrix. Here, in the above example H of size n = 668, we have
nn < | det(H)|<nn, with = 0.350 and = 0.351 (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1. A 32-modular Hadamard matrix of size 668 (white pixels represent +1 and black pixels represent −1).
3.2.3. The case  ≡ 5mod 8
We know only one way to obtain 32-modular Hadamard matrices of size 4 for  ≡
5mod 8. Namely, from 32-modular Golay pairs of length 2 ≡ 10mod 16 and the map
GPm(2) −→ Hm(4).
The relevant modular Golay pairs are somewhat involved, and are best described through
their Hall polynomials.
Let k = (− 5)/8. Deﬁne S(z)=∑k−1i=0 (−1)iz4i . Let x0, x1 be two binary parameters,
and deﬁne the pair of polynomials U(z), V (z) as follows:
U(z)= (x0 + x1z+ x0z2)S(z)+ (−1)k(x0 − x1z− x0z2)z4k
+ (−1)k(x0 − x1z+ x0z2)S(z)z4(k+1),
V (z)=
2k∑
i=0
(−1)iz4i + z8k+2.
Finally, let x3 =±1 be a third free binary parameter, and deﬁne A(z), B(z) as follows:
A(z)= U(z)+ x3z3V (z)+ z16k+9(U(z−1)− x3z−3V (z−1)),
B(z)= U(z)+ x3z3V (z)− z16k+9(U(z−1)− x3z−3V (z−1)).
In [5], we prove the following result.
Theorem. For every  ≡ 5mod 8, the above polynomials A(z), B(z) are the respective
Hall polynomials of a 3-parameter 32-modular Golay pair A,B of length 2= 16k + 10.
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In this theorem, the total correlation A(z)A(z−1) + B(z)B(z−1), which we abbreviate
AA+ BB, is given by the formula
AA+ BB = 32k + 20+ 32
k−1∑
i=1
(−1)i(k − i)(z4i + z−4i ). (4)
Example. We get true Golay pairs of length 10 for k= 0 and true Golay pairs of length 26
for k = 1. Let now k = 2. There are no Golay pairs of length 2= 16k + 10= 42, because
42 has a divisor congruent to 3 mod 4 (see [7]). However, setting x0 = x1 = x3 = 1 for
simplicity in the pair given by the above theorem, we get a 32-modular Golay pair A,B of
length 42, namely
A= ++++−−−−+−−++−+−−+−+−+−−+−++−+
−−−++−−−−+++,
B = ++++−−−−+−−++−+−−+−+++++−+−−+−
+++−−++++−−−.
Remarkably, this pair is almost a true Golay pair of length 42, as it satisﬁes ci(A) +
ci(B)=0 for all 1 i41 with the sole exception of i=4, for which c4(A)+c4(B)=−32.
More generally, the formula (4) shows that only (k − 1)/(16k + 8) of the correlations
sums ci(A)+ ci(B) are non-zero. On the other hand, we know that a pair (A,B)with k2
as in the above Theorem can never be an actual Golay pair even with an arbitrary (binary)
polynomial S(z)=∑k−1i=0 uiz4i . (See [7], Lemma 4.7 and the remark at the end of Section
1.2 in [5].)
Corollary. There exist 32-modular Hadamard matrices of size 4 for every positive integer
 ≡ 5mod 8.
Proof. Send the above 32-modular Golay pair A,B of length 2 to H32(4) with the map
GPm(2) −→ Hm(4) of Section 2. 
Corollary. There exist 128-modular Hadamard matrices of size 16+ 4 for every positive
integer  ≡ 5mod 8.
Proof. Send the above 32-modular Golay pairA,B of length 2 toH128(16+ 4)with the
maps
GPm(2) −→ GQ4m(4+ 1) −→ H4m(16+ 4)
of Section 1. 
Example. Currently, no Hadamard matrices of size 4r are known for r=789, 853 and 917.
These are the only undecided cases with r1000 and r ≡ 21mod 32. However, there exist
128-modular Hadamard matrices in size 4r for r = 789, 853 and 917. Indeed, let = r−14 .
Then  ≡ 5mod 8, and the conclusion follows from the second corollary above.
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In the next Section, we shall actually obtain a 192-modular Hadamard matrix of size
4× 917.
3.3. Other moduli
We shall exhibit a few more modular Hadamard matrices in sizes for which, as above,
no true Hadamard matrices are known yet.
The modulus m= 48
We start by constructing 48-modular Golay pairs of length 24k + 2 for every positive
integer k. (See [5, Section 1.5.]) Deﬁne S(z) =∑k−1i=0 (−1)iz12i . Let x0, x1 be two binary
parameters, and deﬁne the pair of polynomials U(z), V (z) as follows:
U(z)= {x0(1+ z2 − z4 + z6 − z8 − z10)+ x1(z+ z5 + z9)}S(z),
V (z)= (1− z4 + z8)S(z)+ z12k−2.
Finally, let x3 be a third free binary parameter, and deﬁne A(z), B(z) as follows:
A(z)= U(z)+ x3z3V (z)+ z24k+1(U(z−1)− x3z−3V (z−1)),
B(z)= U(z)+ x3z3V (z)− z24k+1(U(z−1)− x3z−3V (z−1)).
We prove the following result in [5].
Theorem. For every  ≡ 1mod 12, the above polynomials A(z), B(z) are the respective
Hall polynomials of a 3-parameter 48-modular Golay pair A,B of length 2= 24k + 2.
Example. For k= 1, this construction yields true Golay pairs of length 26. Let now k= 2.
There are no Golay pairs of length 2=24k+2=50, as revealed by an exhaustive computer
search. (See [1].) However, setting x0= x1= x3= 1 in the pair given by the above theorem,
we get a 48-modular Golay pair A,B of length 50, namely
A= ++++−++−−+−+−−−−+−−++−+−+−++−+
−−−++−−−−−+−+++−−+++,
B = ++++−++−−+−+−−−−+−−++−+−−−−−+−
+++−−+++++−+−−−++−−−,
where + stands for +1 and − for −1.
This pair satisﬁes ci(A)+ ci(B)= 0 for all 1 i49 with the sole exception of i = 12,
for which c12(A)+ c12(B)=−48.
Corollary. There exist 48-modular Hadamard matrices of size 48k + 4 and 192-modular
Hadamard matrices of size 192k + 20 for every positive integer k.
Proof. Send the above 48-modular Golay pairA,B of length 2=24k+2 toH48(4) and to
H192(16+ 4) with the maps GPm(2) −→ Hm(4) and GPm(2) −→ GQ4m(4+ 1) −→
H4m(16+ 4) of Section 2, respectively. 
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Example. There exist 192-modular Hadamardmatrices of size 4×917. Indeed, take k=19
in the above 192-modular construction. There also exist 48-modular Hadamard matrices of
size 4 × 721 and 4 × 853 (with k = 60 and k = 71 in the above 48-modular construction,
respectively.) These three sizes, 4× 721, 4× 853 and 4× 917, are all undecided cases for
true Hadamard matrices.
The moduli m= 2t
We have proved above that H32(n) = ∅ for every positive integer n divisible by 4. Using
the map Hm(n) −→ H2m(2n), we see that H64(n) = ∅ for every n divisible by 8, and more
generally that H2t+3(n) = ∅ for every t3 and every n divisible by 2t .
However, with further constructions, we shall obtain 64-modular and 128-modular
Hadamard matrices of some (but unfortunately not all) sizes n ≡ 4mod 8.
Recall from Section 3.2.1 that, if h is an arbitrary binary sequence of length k, then the
pair (h, h) is a k-parameter 2-modular Golay pair of length k. In other terms, GP2(k) = ∅
for every positive integer k. By the doubling of Golay pairs, that is, by the map GPm(n) −→
GP2m(2n), which doubles both length and modulus, we readily obtain the following state-
ments.
Proposition. GP2t (2t−1k) = ∅ for every positive integers t and k.
Corollary. There exist 2t+2-modularHadamardmatrices of size n= 4 · (2t k+ 1) for every
positive integers t,k.
Proof. Use the maps GPm(n) −→ GQ4m(2n+ 1) −→ H4m(4 · (2n+ 1)) of Section 2. 
Example. No Hadamard matrices of size 4× 721 are known yet. Now, 721= 24× 45+ 1.
Thus, the above result, with t = 4, yields a 64-modular Hadamard matrix of size 4× 721.
(We already had a 48-modular Hadamard matrix of size 4 × 721. See the case m = 48
above.)
We recall one last construction of modular Golay pairs.
Proposition (EliahouandKervaire [5]). There are16-modularGolaypairs of length8k+2
for every integer k0.
Proof. For k = 0, the pair A(z)= 1+ z, B(z)= 1− z will do. Assume now k1. Choose
polynomials f (z) =∑k−1i=0 xiz4i , g(z) =∑k−1i=0 yiz4i with arbitrary xi = ±1, yi = ±1 for
i = 0, 1, . . . , k − 1. Let also w =±1 be chosen arbitrarily. Further, let
F(z)= z−(4k−1)f (z)+ z4k−1f (z−1) and G(z)= z−(4k−1)g(z)− z4k−1g(z−1).
A 16-modular Golay pair, of length 8k + 2, is given by
A(z)= {(1+ z3)F (z)+ (z+ z2)G(z)+ w(z− z2)}z4k−1,
B(z)= {(1− z3)F (z)+ (z− z2)G(z)+ w(z+ z2)}z4k−1. 
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Corollary. There exist 2t+6-modular Hadamard matrices of size n= 4(2t+3k + 2t+1 + 1)
for every integers t, k0.
Proof. Since GP16(8k + 2) = ∅, it follows by successive doubling that GP2t+4(2t+3k +
2t+1) = ∅, for every t0. Using again the maps
GPm(n) −→ GQ4m(2n+ 1) −→ H4m(4(2n+ 1))
of Section 2, it follows that the setsGP2t+6(2t+4k+2t+2+1) andH2t+6(4·(2t+4k+2t+2+1))
are both non-empty, for every t, k0. 
Example. It is not knownwhetherHadamardmatrices of size 4× exist for=789, 853, 917
and 933. These four values of  are congruent to 5 mod 16. The above corollary, with t = 0,
therefore yields 64-modular Hadamard matrices of size 4 × 789, 4 × 853, 4 × 917 and
4 × 933. Note that only the case 4 × 933 is really of interest here, as we had already
obtained 128-modular Hadamard matrices of size 4 × 789, 4 × 853 and 4 × 917 in
Section 3.2.3.
4. Circulant modular Hadamard matrices
4.1. Introduction
According to Ryser’s conjecture, there probably exists no circulant Hadamard matrix of
size n> 4. In contrast, the modular level reveals interesting families of examples [4]. These
families are all based on the quadratic and biquadratic characters of ﬁnite ﬁelds, and will
be exhibited below. Thus, it would seem appropriate to rephrase the problem as follows.
Question. For what moduli m and sizes n do there exist m-modular circulant Hadamard
matrices of size n?
Deﬁnition. Let s = {x0, x1, . . . , xn−1} ∈ {±1}n be a binary sequence of size n. The kth
periodic correlation coefﬁcient k(s)of s, for 0kn−1, is deﬁned as k(s)=
∑n−1
i=0 xixi+k ,
where the indices are read modulo n.
Observe that 0(s)= n, and that n−k(s)= k(s) for 1kn− 1. Also, setting s(z)=∑n−1
i=0 sizi , we have the formula s(z)s(z−1) = n +
∑n−1
k=1 k(s)zk in the quotient ring
Z[z]/(zn − 1). Finally, if H = circ(s) is the circulant matrix with ﬁrst row s, then ob-
viously the matrix H · HT has j−i (s) as entry with position i, j . Thus, H will be an
m-modular circulant Hadamard matrix if and only if k(s) ≡ 0modm for all 1kn/2.
Themost obvious examples of circulantmodularHadamardmatriceswith a largemodulus
are
J = circ(1, . . . , 1) and K =−2I + J = circ(−1, 1, . . . , 1)
of size n. We have J · J T = nJ and K ·KT = nI + (n− 4)(J − I ). Thus, J is a circulant
n-modular Hadamard matrix, and K is a circulant (n− 4)-modular Hadamard matrix, both
of size n.
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More elaborate examples have the property that some of their periodic correlation coef-
ﬁcients are actually 0, not only 0 mod m. We introduce the following deﬁnition.
Deﬁnition. Let s ∈ {±1}n be a binary sequence of size n, with n even. We say that s is of
type 1 if n/2(s)=0.We say that s is of type 2 if 1(s)=· · ·= n/2−1(s)=0. This deﬁnition
extends quite naturally to circulant binary matrices. A circulant binary matrix H is of type
i (with i = 1 or 2) if its ﬁrst row is of type i (equivalently, if any of its rows is of type i).
Remark. Ryser’s conjecture is equivalent to saying that there are no binary sequences of
length greater than 4 which are simultaneously of types 1 and 2.
Circulant modular Hadamard matrices of types 1 and 2 were introduced in [5]. After
ﬁnding that “type 2”was equivalentwith the notion of “almost perfect sequence”,we thought
of abandoning the term “type 2”, and replacing the term “type 1” by “enhanced”. Butwe now
choose to restore the type 1 / type 2 terminology, essentially because of the symmetry in the
deﬁnition.We ask a little indulgence from the reader for these terminological meanderings.
Example. Here is a binary sequence of length 8 and type2.Let s=(1,1,1,−1,1,−1,−1,1).
Then 1(s)= 2(s)= 3(s)= 0, showing that s is indeed a sequence of type 2.Additionally,
4(s)=−4. Taking H to be the circulant matrix with ﬁrst row s, we have
H =


1 1 1 −1 1 −1 −1 1
1 1 1 1 −1 1 −1 −1
−1 1 1 1 1 −1 1 −1
−1 −1 1 1 1 1 −1 1
1 −1 −1 1 1 1 1 −1
−1 1 −1 −1 1 1 1 1
1 −1 1 −1 −1 1 1 1
1 1 −1 1 −1 −1 1 1


,
and
H ·HT =


8 0 0 0 −4 0 0 0
0 8 0 0 0 −4 0 0
0 0 8 0 0 0 −4 0
0 0 0 8 0 0 0 −4
−4 0 0 0 8 0 0 0
0 −4 0 0 0 8 0 0
0 0 −4 0 0 0 8 0
0 0 0 −4 0 0 0 8


.
Another example of a binary sequence of length 8 and type 2 is provided by t =
(1, 1, 1,−1, 1, 1, 1,−1). In this case we have 1(t)= 2(t)= 3(t)= 0 and 4(t)= 8.
For every odd prime p ≡ 1mod 4, we will exhibit circulant (p− 1)-modular Hadamard
matrices of type 1 and length 4p. Then, turning our attention to moduli which are powers
of 2, we will exhibit 16-modular Hadamard matrices of type 1 and length 4p for every odd
prime p ≡ 9mod 16 for which 2 is a fourth power mod p. Finally, we will recall a classical
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construction from Delsarte, Goethals and Seidel which implies that there is a circulant
(n − 4)-modular Hadamard matrix of type 2 for every size n of the form n = 2(pr + 1)
where p is prime.
4.2. Circulant (p − 1)-modular Hadamard matrices of type 1 and size 4p
As announced above, we shall construct a circulant (p − 1)-modular Hadamard matrix
of type 1 and size 4p, for every prime number p ≡ 1mod 4. It is convenient to do so by
exhibiting the Hall polynomial of its ﬁrst row.
Consider the set S = {1, . . . , p− 1} and its partition S = S0 ∪ S1, where S0 is the subset
of squares mod p, and S1 the subset of non-squares mod p. Of course, we have |S0|= |S1|=
(p−1)/2.Letg0(z)denote the generating functionofS0.That is,g0(z)=∑i∈S0 zi . Similarly,
let g1(z)=∑i∈S1 zi be the generating function of S1. Note that, since S=S0∐ S1, we have
g0(z)+ g1(z)=∑p−1i=1 zi .
Let x0, x1, x2, x3 ∈ {±1} be four free binary parameters, and consider the polynomial
h(z)= x0(1+ z2p)(1+ g0(z2))+ x1(1+ z2p)zpg0(z2)
+ x2(1− z2p)g1(−z2)+ x3(1− z2p)zp(1+ g1(−z2)),
viewed as an element in the quotient ring Z[z]/(z4p − 1).
As it turns out, when expressing h(z) in the form
∑4p−1
i=0 aizi , we have ai = ±1 for all
0 i4p − 1.
In [6], we prove the following result.
Theorem. Let p ≡ 1mod 4 be a prime number. Let h(z) ∈ Z[z]/(z4p − 1) be the above
polynomial,
h(z)= x0(1+ z2p)(1+ g0(z2))+ x1(1+ z2p)zpg0(z2)
+ x2(1− z2p)g1(−z2)+ x3(1− z2p)zp(1+ g1(−z2)).
Then h(z) is the Hall polynomial of a 4-parameter binary sequence h of length 4p, with
the property that circ(h) is a circulant (p − 1)-modular Hadamard matrix of type 1 and
size 4p.
The proof of the theorem in [4] is obtained by computing h(z)h(z−1) explicitly in the
ring Z[z]/(z4p − 1). We ﬁnd the following expression:
h(z)h(z−1)= 4p + (p − 1)R(z),
where R(z)= 2∑p−1i=1 z4i + x0x1
(∑2p
i=1 z2i−1 + zp + z3p
)
.
Given that h(z)h(z−1)= 4p+∑4p−1j=1 j (h)zj , the above expression shows that the gcd
of the periodic correlation coefﬁcients i (h) of h for i = 1, . . . , 4p − 1, is equal to p − 1.
Note also that 2p=0, showing that h is a binary sequence of type 1. Thus, as stated, circ(h)
is a circulant (p − 1)-modular Hadamard matrix of type 1 and size 4p.
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Example. Let p = 5. The non-zero squares mod 5 are 1 and 4. Therefore S0 = {1, 4},
g0(z)= z+ z4 and g1(z)= z2 + z3. Finally,
h(z) ≡ x0(1+ z2 + z8 + z10 + z12 + z18)+ x1(z3 + z7 + z13 + z17)
+ x2(z4 − z6 − z14 + z16)+ x3(z+ z5 + z9 − z11 − z15 − z19)
mod (z20 − 1),
so h(z) is the Hall polynomial of the binary sequence
h= (x0, x3, x0, x1, x2, x3,−x2, x1, x0, x3, x0,−x3, x0, x1,
− x2,−x3, x2, x1, x0,−x3).
The periodic correlation coefﬁcients i = i (h) for i = 1, . . . , 10 are the following:
1 = 3 = 7 = 9 = 4x0x1, 2 = 6 = 10 = 0, 4 = 8 = 8, 5 = 8x0x1.
4.3. Circulant 16-modular Hadamard matrices of type 1
Our objective is to construct circulant 16-modular Hadamard matrices of type 1 and size
4p, where p is an odd prime. According to the Lemma below, this is only possible for
p ≡ 1mod 8, that is p ≡ 1 or 9mod 16.
When p ≡ 1mod 16, the (p − 1)-modular construction of Section 4.2 already provides
us with the desired sort of matrices, as p − 1 is divisible by 16.
In this section we consider the remaining case p ≡ 9mod 16. We shall present a partial
solution to our construction problem, which works in the case where 2 is a fourth power
mod p (for example p = 73 or 89).
For those primes p ≡ 9mod 16 where 2 is not a fourth power mod p (for example p=41
or 137), we do not know how to construct 16-modular circulant Hadamard matrices of
type 1 and size 4p. Quite possibly, none exists in this case.
We start with the promised result restricting the possible sizes of circulant 16-modular
Hadamard matrices of type 1.
Lemma. Let r1 be a natural number, and assume there exists a circulant 16-modular
Hadamard matrix of type 1 and size 4r .
Then r ≡ 0, 1 or 4mod 8.
Proof. Leth(z)be theHall polynomial of theﬁrst rowhof a circulant 16-modularHadamard
matrix of type 1 and size 4r . In the quotient ring Z[z](z4r − 1), we have the general
formula h(z)h(z−1) = 4r +∑2r−1k=1 k(zk + z−k) + 2rz2r , where the k are the periodic
correlation coefﬁcients of the sequence h. Setting z = 1 in the above formula, we get
h(1)2 = 4r + 2∑2r−1k=1 k + 2r . Now, 2r = 0 by the type 1 hypothesis, and k ≡ 0 mod 16
for all 1k2r−1. It follows that h(1)2=4r+32 for some integer . Thus h(1) is even,
and dividing by 4 we get r = (h(1)/2)2 + 8. The conclusion follows as the only squares
mod 8 are 0, 1 and 4. As a side remark, note that the same argument would still work under
the weaker hypothesis 2r ≡ 0 mod 32 instead of 2r = 0. 
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Let p be a prime such thatp≡1mod 8.As in Section 4.2, consider the setS={1, . . . , p−1}
and its partition S = S0 ∪ S1, where S0 is the subset of squares mod p, and S1 the subset of
non-squares mod p. For our purposes here, we need to reﬁne this partition as follows.
Let  : S → F∗p denote the natural projection of S into the multiplicative group F∗p of
non-zero elements of the ﬁnite ﬁeld Fp.
Let c ∈ F∗p denote a generator of that group, that is an element of multiplicative order
p − 1.
Given that the squares in F∗p consist of the subgroup 〈c2〉 generated by c2, we have
S0 = −1(〈c2〉) and S1 = −1(c〈c2〉), where c〈c2〉 is the other coset of 〈c2〉 in F∗p.
Consider now the subgroup  = 〈c4〉 ⊂ F∗p. Thus,  is the only subgroup of order
(p − 1)/4 in F∗p. The four cosets of  in F∗p are , c, c2 and c3, and of course they
partition F∗p into four pieces of equal size (p − 1)/4. This partition reﬁnes the earlier one
into squares and non-squares, as  ∪ c2= 〈c2〉.
Transporting back the above partition to S by −1, we shall denote
S00 = −1(), S10 = −1(c), S01 = −1(c2) and S11 = −1(c3).
In thisway,we obtain the promised reﬁnement of the partitionS=S0∪S1, asS0=S00∪S01
and S1 = S10 ∪ S11. The four subsets Su,v all have cardinality (p − 1)/4.
For u, v=0, 1, we shall denote by gu,v(z) the generating function of Su,v , that is gu,v(z)=∑
i∈Su,v z
i
. Note that g00(z)+ g01(z)+ g10(z)+ g11(z)=∑p−1i=1 zi . Note also that g0(z)=
g00(z) + g01(z) and g1(z) = g10(z) + g11(z), where g0(z) and g1(z) are the generating
functions deﬁned and used in Section 4.2.
Let x0, x1, x2, x3 ∈ {±1} be four free binary parameters, and consider the polynomial
h(z)= x0(1+ z2p)(1− g00(z2)− g01(z2))+ x1(1+ z2p)zp(g00(z2)− g01(z2))
+ x2(1− z2p)(g10(−z2)− g11(−z2))
+ x3(1− z2p)zp(1− g10(−z2)− g11(−z2)),
viewed as an element in the quotient ring Z[z]/(z4p − 1). As for the corresponding poly-
nomial in Section 4.2, when expressing h(z) in the form
∑4p−1
i=0 aizi , we have ai =±1 for
all 0 i4p − 1.
In [6], we prove the following result.
Theorem. Let p ≡ 1mod 8 be a prime number. Furthermore, let h(z) ∈ Z[z]/(z4p − 1)
be the above polynomial
h(z)= x0(1+ z2p)(1− g00(z2)− g01(z2))+ x1(1+ z2p)zp(g00(z2)− g01(z2))
+ x2(1− z2p)(g10(−z2)− g11(−z2))
+ x3(1− z2p)zp(1− g10(−z2)− g11(−z2)).
Then h(z) is the Hall polynomial of a 4-parameter binary sequence h of length 4p, with
the property that circ(h) is a circulant 8-modular Hadamard matrix of type 1 and size 4p.
Moreover, the matrix circ(h) is a circulant 16-modular Hadamard matrix if and only if
p ≡ 9mod 16 and 2 is a fourth power modp.
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The periodic correlations k in h(z)h(z−1) = 4p +
∑2p−1
k=1 k(zk + z−k) are explicitly
determined in [6], using Jacobi sums. They depend on the decomposition p= a2+ b2 with
b even, a odd and the sign of a normalized by the requirement a ≡ 1mod 4.
With this normalization, the correlations k , are all equal to±(p−9),±2(a+3), or±2b
for k = 1, . . . , 2p − 1. Furthermore, 2p = 0 showing that h is of type 1.
By a theorem of Gauss, a prime p ≡ 1mod 8 is of the form p= a2 + b2 with b divisible
by 8 if and only if 2 is a fourth power modulo p. If follows that if p ≡ 9mod 16 and 2
is a fourth power modulo p, then necessarily a ≡ −3mod 8 and b ≡ 0mod 8. Thus, in
this case, all the periodic correlations k(h) for k = 1, . . . , 2p − 1 are divisible by 16, and
circ(h) is a circulant 16-modular Hadamard matrix of type 1 and size 4p.
Example. The smallest prime p ≡ 9mod 16 for which 2 is a fourth power modp is
p = 73 = (−3)2 + 82. Setting x0 = x1 = x2 = x3 = 1 in the above formula for h(z), we
get the following binary sequence h, for which circ(h) is a 16-modular Hadamard matrix of
type 1 and size 292:
++−−−−−+−+−+−−−+−−−−+−+−−−+−+−+
+−−−−−+−+++++−−−+−−−+−−−+++++−−
++−+−−++−+−+−+−+−−++−+−−++−+−+
−−++−−−+−−++−+−+−+−−+−−+−−−−
−−−−−−−−−−−++−−+++−+−−−−−+++−−−
+−−−++−−++−−+−−−+−−−−−−−+−−−++−−
+−−−+−−++−−−−−−++−+−+−−+−−−−++−−
+−+−−−+−++−−+−−+−−−++++−+
−−−−−−−+−−+++−−+−−−+−−+++−+−−−+++
−−+−−−+−−−+−−−+−−−+
4.4. Circulant modular Hadamard matrices of type 2
We are seeking binary sequences s of even length n with the property that 1(s)= · · · =
n/2−1(s) = 0. In this way, circ(s) will be a circulant m-modular Hadamard matrix of
type 2, with m= n/2(s).
These sequences were ﬁrst introduced by Wolfmann [16] in 1992, and are called almost
perfect sequences. See also Langevin [9]. (Recall that a sequence s of length n ≡ 0 mod
4 is perfect if it satisﬁes i (s) = 0 for all 1 in/2. This is equivalent to circ(s) being a
circulant Hadamard matrix. Hence, Ryser’s conjecture amounts to saying that there is no
perfect sequence of length n ≡ 0 mod 4 with n> 4.)
Almost perfect sequences are known in all lengths n of the form n=2(q+1)where q is an
odd prime power, and are believed not to exist in other lengths. This follows from a theorem
by Delsarte, Goethals and Seidel, establishing the existence of a negacyclic conference
matrix of order q + 1 for every odd prime power q. For convenience of the reader, this is
recalled below.
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Deﬁnition. A conferencematrix C is a squarematrix of size n, with entries 0 on the diagonal
and ±1 elsewhere, satisfying C · CT = (n− 1)I .
Deﬁnition. A negacyclic matrix N is a square matrix of the form
N =NC(u0, u1, . . . , ur )=


u0 u1 . . . . . . ur
−ur u0 u1 . . . ur−1
−ur−1 −ur u0 . . . ur−2
...
...
...
. . .
...
−u1 −u2 . . . −ur u0

 .
Example. As an illustration of both concepts simultaneously, here is a negacyclic confer-
ence matrix of size 6:
C =


0 1 1 1 −1 1
−1 0 1 1 1 −1
1 −1 0 1 1 1
−1 1 −1 0 1 1
−1 −1 1 −1 0 1
−1 −1 −1 1 −1 0


.
Theorem (Delsarte–Goethals–Seidel). Let q be an odd prime power. Then there exists a
negacyclic conference matrix of size q + 1.
Proof (Sketch). Let g be a primitive element of the ﬁnite ﬁeld Fq2 , that is, a generator of
the group F∗
q2
of non-zero elements. Let A=
(
0
1
−gq+1
g+gq
)
, with entries in the subﬁeld Fq as
g · gq and g + gq are the norm and trace of g, respectively.
Let
v =
(
1
0
)
.
The q + 1 vectors Ai · v, 0 iq, are pairwise independent over Fq . Deﬁne the matrix C
of size q + 1 by
Ci,j = 	(det(Ai · v,Aj · v))
for 0 i, jq, where 	 : Fq → {0,±1} is the quadratic character of F∗q , extended by
	(0) = 0. Then C has entries 0 on the diagonal, and ±1 elsewhere. Moreover, C is a
conference matrix, that is C · CT = qI . Finally, let  be the alternating diagonal matrix
= diag(1,−1, . . . , 1,−1) of size q + 1. As it turns out, the product  ·C is a negacyclic
conference matrix of size q + 1, as desired. See [2] for more details. 
Theorem. Let q be an odd prime power, and let n = 2(q + 1). There exists a binary
sequence s of length n and of type 2, i.e. satisfying 1(s)= · · · = n/2−1(s)= 0.Moreover,
n/2(s)= 4− n.
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Proof. Given a binary sequence s′ = (x1, x2, . . . , xq) of length q, deﬁne the sequence
s=[1; s′; 1;−s′] of length n=2q+2.An easy calculation shows that n/2(s)=4−n, and
that k(s)= 2(ck(s′)− cq+1−k(s′)) for all 1kq, where ck(s′)=
∑q−k
j=1 xjxj+k denote
the kth aperiodic correlation coefﬁcient of the sequence s′. Thus, the sequence s will be of
type 2 if and only if ck(s′)= cq+1−k(s′) for all 1kq. Now, the latter condition on s′ is
equivalent to the negacyclic matrix N = NC(0, x1, x2, . . . , xq) being a conference matrix,
as the dot product of the ith row and the (i + k)th row of N is equal to ck(s′)− cq+1−k(s′).
By the result of Delsarte, Goethals and Seidel, there exists a negacyclic conference ma-
trix C = NC(0, y1, . . . , yq) of size q + 1. Let s′ = (y1, . . . , yq), and s = [1; s′; 1;−s′].
From the above discussion, it follows that s is a binary sequence of type 2 and length n,
as desired. 
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